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One of the things that this pandemic has taught most of us is the 

importance of resilience and the ability to adapt.  These two skills are 

arguably difficult to teach, and certainly do not come naturally to most 

people, but are something we can all develop further through experience, 

reflection and support from others around us, particularly our family and 

parents.

The ability to be able to take change in your stride and bounce back when 

things don't go your way are "soft skills" that employers are saying are 

amongst the most important things they want workers of the future to 

possess.   It 's important therefore that we all make an effort to ensure our 

young people develop these character traits and grow into resilient, 

emotionally intelligent and responsible young adults, who are able to take 

control of their own lives and understand the important role they play in 

the community in which they live or operate. 

As parents, it is important that you support your child, and us, as we strive 

to teach them these important skills.  There are many things you can do to 

help them to become well-rounded adults, but one of the most common 

mistakes, in this regard, that I see parents make here at school is jumping 

to their child's defense or holding the school or other pupils accountable 

when a problem arises. 

Focus on...
World Book Day
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Message f rom Mr. Wicks

Within a maximum of seven, short years our 

secondary pupils will be fully-fledged adults who 

will have the autonomy and legal right to make 

their own way in the world.  They may go to 

university, decide to travel for a while or even enter 

the world of work.  In all of these situations, 

however, these youngsters will need to be able to 

fend for themselves, stand on their own two feet 

and interact with fellow human beings in a 

respectful and adult way.  It is our duty to equip 

them with all the necessary character traits to 

guarantee their success.  An education at King's 

after all, is not just about academic results but also 

about our ethos and developing well rounded and 

responsible world citizens.  If, during their school 

life, they have not learnt to take responsibility for 

their actions, or that when things don't go their way 

mum and dad can step in to fix the situation and 

point the finger at somebody else, or that they 

should always have an excuse that justifies their 

behaviour, they will find it very hard indeed to 

integrate into adult life on their own. 

Whilst we all understand a parent 's instinct is to 

protect their child, come-what-may, some tough 

love, particularly as children enter adolescence, can 

make a big difference in helping our young people 

grow into resilient, responsible and emotionally 

intelligent adults. Simple but important changes 

can make our children understand that they have 

an impact on all situations in which they find 

themselves and are rarely just observers; more 

importantly, their CHOICE to behave or react in a 

certain manner directly influences the outcome of 

any interaction; if they cannot change or influence 

the behaviour of others they can most certainly 

change the way in which they respond to these 

external triggers.  

It may be difficult, counter-intuitive and totally 

against your nature to hold your own child 

responsible, or let them deal with things 

themselves, but doing just that now, and teaching 

them the importance of resilience and emotional 

intelligence, may be the best way to protect your 

child from a lifetime of hurt,  rejection or 

frustration.

   



Head of  Upper  School

Mr. Hayes
Subd i r ect or  de Secundar ia

School life has continued at a pace since our last 
edition, and whilst things are gearing up for our older 
students, in terms of the summer examination 
season, and making final plans before moving on to 
university, some students are starting to look tired - as 
are the teachers - and ready for a summer break. 

Mask wearing, hand sanitising, and social distancing 
are all part of our daily routine now, but things that go 
on for a long time can become tiring, and it is easy to 
become complacent. Pandemic-fatigue is something 
that has appeared in the UK news quite often, as the 
country struggled their way through the last wave of 
the virus, and have rolled out a vaccination 
programme at record speed. But the population are 
being reminded via TV adverts and poster campaigns 
of the importance of following the restrictions for the 
good of everyone. 

At the same time, I worry that students may start to 
suffer ?exam-fatigue? and may start to give up, when 
everything is still to play for. For example, our Year 11 
students have taken part in three exam sessions this 
year. It is really important that as parents and 
teachers we are supporting our young people to 
develop their resilience. This final round of summer 
exams have two possible purposes; to improve upon 
their performance in previous sessions by learning 
from earlier mistakes, or to provide evidence of 
consistent performance by not giving up and by 
keeping the momentum going. 

Similarly, Year 13 students have largely finished the 
university application process. Whilst many students 

have been offered places at very prestigious 
universities both in the UK and Spain, as well as 
further afield, there have been some students that are 
less lucky and have faced rejections. In my 
conversations with students, I am always talking 
about the ?best fit?. One decision or choice is not right 
for everyone. Everyone has their own strengths and 
positive attributes that will make them desirable to 
either an employer or a university, and it is all about 
finding the right match. For some students, this will 
take longer for some than others, but there are 
opportunities out there for everyone. 

One of the nicest definitions of resilience that I have 
come across is a short one - ?the ability to spring back 
into shape, elasticity?. OK, maybe this definition would 
be more fitting when using the term to describe a 
material like nylon, but I also think it is a nice 
definition when thinking about our young people. Are 
they able to ?spring back? after facing an adverse 
situation? Are they able to get back into shape after a 
set back? Are they able to be optimistic enough to 
identify a positive opportunity out of what might 
initially be a negative outcome? And more 
importantly, how are we enabling our students to 
become more resilient? 

There is so much advice out there about how we can 
help young people to develop their levels of resilience. 
For example, through emphasising the importance of 
engaging and connecting with their peers, including 
the skill of empathy and listening to others. Making 
sure there is structure and routine can be comforting 



Head of  Upper  School

to young people, so that they realise that one tiny set 
back is not the end of the world. But also making sure 
children have time to have fun, and participate in 
activities they enjoy is important. Helping children to 
set reasonable goals and helping them to move 
toward them one step at a time can also be helpful. 
Finally, helping children remember ways they have 
successfully handled hardships in the past, and 
emphasising how these past challenges help build the 

strength to handle future challenges, can be effective.  
On writing to invite our Year 13 students to a 
graduation event later this term, there was the 
inevitable disappointment, that due to the current 
pandemic restrictions it is an event on a smaller scale 
than in previous years, and guests are not able to be 
invited. The mature approach and resilient nature of 
the students meant that after the initial upset, they 
recognised why this was the situation, and are really 
excited for the event, in comparison with last year?s 
students who were not able to mark the occasion 
whatsoever because of the situation with the virus at 
that time. 

So once again we may be faced with a summer break 
that is different to the ones we have known and 
enjoyed before. We may be sweating under our face 
masks this summer, and suffering dry skin from the 
constant hand sanitising. But just like coping with 
more exams, and dealing with rejections from 
universities, by weathering these storms our students 
will become more resilient and more adaptable. And 
whatever summer plans you have so far, I am sure a 
change of scene and a change of routine will be 
appreciated by all of us!

St udent  Self  
Por t rait s



News and Updat es

7
Year

MME. BELNA
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  S e v e n

After a well-deserved holiday, we are back in school with our batteries recharged. We have used our return to 

school as an opportunity to discuss what went well and the challenges of the third term. The students were able 

to reflect on their personal targets for the last term of Year 7. During our first assembly, we emphasised the 

importance of good organisation both at school and at home, the correct use of the planner to organise and 

record all homework, projects, coming exams and any school events.

Although it has been short, these two weeks of April have been intense and rich in activities, events and new 

contents. 

Only two months separate the students from the end of the academic year, two months that give them time to 

continue doing a lot, learning new content, improving skills and continuing to prepare for year 8! 

I wish a lot of strength to all year 7 students, keep working hard, giving your best in every project, in every class 

and taking advantage of every moment to learn!

- Fantastic recreation of a book cover for World Book Day ! 

- Great attempt at the Mystery Bookshelf Competition.

- Very good effort with the letter from the medieval town.

- Great teamwork in today's form time task! 

- Excellent role model. Put down the chairs for me without me having to ask 

- He gives great examples in maths !

- Excellent presentation about a francophone book !

- Excellent engagement with Lighting terminology and sharing technical theater knowledge!

Lovely t eacher  's com m ent s: 

In recent weeks, I have been able to read many positive comments from teachers. 

Here, you can read some examples:



Year  7

Our students and teachers celebrated the World Book Day. The students took part in many activities: the 

book-related fancy dress competition, the book shelves competition, the book review competition, the dress up 

design competition, the Stop, Drop and Read, the cover book competition and many other games and activities... 

It was a lovely day with a great atmosphere in the school. 

Som e num ber  fact s in Apr i l : 
469 positive comments in total

261 for good work

67 for Role Model

63 for Good Use of English

30 for Enhanced Engagement

18 for Amazing work

Class w it h m ost  posit ive 
com m ent s: 

7S with 131 
positive 

comments

St udent  of  t he m ont h of  Apr i l : 
Congratulations to Lorenzo in 7S who demonstrates his excellent attitude to learning, his excellent Use 

of English in lessons as well as his enthusiasm in every project. He is a role model for the students. Keep 

up the good work !

World Book Day changes lives through a love of books and shared 

reading. Their mission is to promote reading for pleasure, offering every 

child and young person the opportunity to have a book of their own. 

Reading for pleasure is the single biggest indicator of a child?s future 

success ? more than their family circumstances, their parents? 

educational background or their income. We want to see more children, 

particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds, with a life-long habit 

of reading for pleasure and the improved life chances this brings them. 

Designated by UNESCO as a worldwide celebration of books and reading, 

World Book Day is marked in over 100 countries around the globe. 

Find out  m ore at  
www.wor ldbookday.com , 
and subscr ibe for  video 
cont ent  celebrat ing 
children's books, aut hors 
and reading!

Check out  t he of f icial, and f ir st -ever , 
Wor ld Book Day song by MC Gram m ar .

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZpTkjssrL4k


Year  7

Congratulations to Uxue  for her latest achievements in beach volleyball. We are extremely proud of Uxue and 

hope that her hard work and passion for the sport continue!

 

Itziar is our super star of the month for her great initiative. She has created a Google sites. Who better than her 

to talk about her project. Congratulations, Itziar!

Super  St ar  of  t he m ont h: 

Here you can read more details about 

her project:

Hello, I'm Itziar 7k and I am in the process 

of making an Online internet page. The 

internet page is going to be about book 

reviews! On this tik tok account: 

...thestoryteller, I have been doing mini 

book reviews and some books that I 

personally like and recommend. And I am 

especially motivated because it is really 

fun and  I like the idea. So probably by 

June, the page will be completed and safe 

and secure. 

Uxue : Spor t ing achievem ent  in Yr  7



Year  7

In Art lessons, the pupils have made their self-portrait.  Can you recognise our year 7 students?

Ar t  lessons in Year  7

Y7 has created a podcast for a radio competition hosted by RNE. The pupils 
have worked independently on their recordings, and the merit is all theirs. The 
podcast is based on 3 articles that they wrote in Lengua, and my only 
requirement was for them to use the information and topic included in these 
articles. The class was divided into 3 groups and they decided how they 
wanted to present the article and wrote the script. Finally, 7S was chosen to 
participate in the competition with their 5 minute podcast "Radio entre 
tiempos" that you will be able to listen to at the following link:

https://www.eloquenze.com/stations/i-concurso-nacional-de-podcast-escolar/posts/radio-entre-tiempos

7S hopes you all enjoy!

https://www.eloquenze.com/stations/i-concurso-nacional-de-podcast-escolar/posts/radio-entre-tiempos
https://www.eloquenze.com/stations/i-concurso-nacional-de-podcast-escolar/posts/radio-entre-tiempos
https://www.eloquenze.com/stations/i-concurso-nacional-de-podcast-escolar/posts/radio-entre-tiempos


News and Updat es

8
Year

MS. PUYAOAN
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  E i g h t

Rar ing Readers
After a two week Easter holiday we are all hopefully refreshed and ready to start the 

last term of what has been a long and challenging school year. To kick off the new term 

was the celebration of World Book Day on April 23rd, which is a date shared with 

Shakespeare?s Birthday and also St. George?s Day. We all remember our favourite 

stories, and characters, and how they took us to another time and place. This was a day 

to celebrate these special memories, and to remind ourselves of how important it is to 

keep reading. I was so impressed to see the Year 8S still enjoying these moments, and 

dressing up in full costume, from the single soldier to a ring of Wizards. 



Form  Group of  t he Mont h

Year  8Year  8

As part of World Book Day, a competition was set up to try and recreate famous book covers; this was inspired 

by work I had seen by the Year 8S with Ms Murray, recreating famous paintings. I was convinced that they would 

do a fantastic job and they did not let me down! Here are a few examples of their creativity and confidence. A 

special congratulations to Maya, Diego and Nicolás for their excellent entries. 

Mat ilda by Roald Dahl
Matilda is a book by British writer Roald Dahl. It was 
published in 1988 by Jonathan Cape in London, with 
232 pages and illustrations by Quentin Blake.  Matilda 
is a litt le girl who is far too good to be true. At age 
five-and-a-half she's knocking off double-digit 
multiplication problems and blitz-reading Dickens. 
Even more remarkably, her classmates love her even 
though she's a super-nerd and the teacher 's pet. But 
everything is not perfect in Matilda's world.

My Dog Tulip by J.R. Acker ley
J.R. Ackerley's German shepherd Tulip was skittish, 
possessive, and wild, but he loved her deeply. This 
clear-eyed and wondering, humorous and moving 
book, described by Christopher Isherwood as one of 
the "greatest masterpieces of animal literature," is 
her biography, a work of faultless and respectful 
observation that transcends the seeming modesty of 
its subject. In telling the story of his beloved Tulip, 
Ackerley has written a book that is a profound and 
subtle meditation on the strangeness abiding at the 
heart of all relationships.

The Last  Olym pian is a novel by 
Rick  Riordan
Published on May 5, 2009. It is the fifth and final 
installment in the Percy Jackson and the Olympians 
series.

This conclusion to the saga revolves around Percy 
Jackson, the son of Poseidon, as he leads his friends in 
a last stand to protect Mount Olympus and the rest of 
the world from Kronos and his army of titans and 
monsters.



Form  Group of  t he Mont h

Year  8Year  8

Most  posit ive com m ent s in March
Although we did not have a newsletter in March, it is still important 

to recognise the efforts of Maya and Diego in 8C who have 

received the most positive comments this term for being good role 

models, producing excellent work and good use of English. 

Keeping expectations high through to the last day of the last term 

is imperative and will set all our students on the right track for 

Year 9.  Well done year 8, you have made an impressive start to 

the term. Keep going and keep reading! 

Word Mil l ionaires!
Linking in with World Book Day is the celebration of students who have managed to become word millionaires! 
We have been using a programme called Accelerated Reader which can track how many words they have read; 
although primarily it is used to check student comprehension of the books they choose to read. Here is a list of 
students who have made this fantastic achievement and have received a badge for their efforts: Carmen 8A, 
Raviya 8C, Irene 8K, Rosa 8K, Ines Esteban 8A, Sofia 8C, Yohana 8S, Lorena 8K, Olivia 8C, Olivia 8A, Diego 8C, 
Paula 8C, Valentina 8A, Julia 8K, Julia 8S, Javier 8K and Pilar 8K.

Congratulations to Ivo García Zamora in 8S who has been  invited to the 

next round of the Olimpiada Matemática. 

?When I knew I had passed to the next round I felt really pleased because I 

was the youngest in the first exam. When I got told the first time about the 

exam I was a little confused because I thought my teacher would choose 

Paula instead of me. ?

Carmen De Ros Wallace Flores from 8A would like to share her favourite book and 
reasons why she thinks reading is so important. 
 

?Hi, I'm Carmen and I love reading. I love reading because it takes you to another 
world where you don't have to worry about your problems and you are another 
completely different person. You can be whoever you want and have amazing 
adventures. You make friends (even though they are not real) that you will 
remember forever. I dressed up as Isabelle (Izzy) Lightwood from The Mortal 
Instruments, one of my favorite books. Reading is important because apart from 
expanding your vocabulary it boosts your creativity and helps you to understand 
things better.?

Olim piada Mat em át ica



News and Updat es

9
Year

SR. GALVAÑ
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  N i n e

Assem blies
I would like to highlight the work of our tutors who together 

with the students of each form have managed to share with 

the rest of the year group some formidable assemblies. This 

month it was the turn of 9S and 9K who have been presenting 

to their peers and offering their insight and opinion.

First of all, 9S told us about the importance of each person's 

personality as it is part of each person's character and will 

help us to entrench our behavior within society. On the other 

hand they warned us of the dangers of manipulation. In fact, 

it is something we suffer every day, especially through media 

or social media and that we may not pay attention to. Thanks 

to this very informative assembly we are more aware that we 

must be more tolerant of each other and be careful when 

somebody tries to influence us in a negative way.

Mr. Rowan?s group, 9K, shared a great assembly in which we 

learned through hands-on exercises the importance of 

teamwork. I would like to highlight a phrase from basketball 

player Michael Jordan and with which I totally agree: 'Talent 

wins games, but teamwork and intelligence win 

championships.' Students were able to practice some 

teamwork skills like building a tower. I can say that some of 

our students would make great Architects!

Int roduct ion
It is a pleasure for me to be able to tell you in detail the incredible work that our Year 9 students and teachers 

are doing in this very unusual academic year. Relatively recently we returned from the Easter holidays and have 

not stopped participating in rewarding experiences academically, personally and pastorally.
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Wor ld Book Day
As you know every April 23rd, World Book Day is celebrated coinciding with the death of William Shakespeare 
and Miguel de Cervantes. The two authors died on the same day of the same year, April 23, 1616. 

Due to this important date, the English department organized a wonderful day with a series of activities that 
involved the rest of the departments of the school. 

Julia Fernández and Anás Bennane of 9A write us a small sample of how it was that day.

Our school has taken the opportunity to introduce everyone to Book Day, and show us how important reading is 
towards improving our understanding of our second language and how it can open our minds to creativity. They 
have accomplished this goal by making a large variety of activities involving reading and also some exercise, such 
as reading outside as if we were on the beach. 

After that, the sport leaders from Y10 have taken their time to create and organize a series of activities for KS3 
students to participate in different sorts of exercises including a crossbar challenge, basketball challenge and 
fitness challenge. 

To make the day even more enjoyable, the school has made a costume challenge for the students to unleash 
their creativity. The students were told to come dressed as their favourite book character and fought for who 
had the best creativity. Here are some responses we got from students about their experience about Book Day, 
starting off with some pupils from 9A.

Paula: ?I came dressed as Susan from 
Narnia, I thought it was an excepcional 
idea because we have never had 
anything quite like this, and I thought it 
was very original and relaxing because 
we needed a way to lift our stress from 
the many exams, I really enjoyed it and I 
hope something similar happens next 
year.?, 

Pablo, from 9A as well: ?I felt really good during Book Day, it has 
inspired me to read more since I discovered more interesting 
things and also the activity that I enjoyed the most was the 
book tasters, I have enjoyed a lot of examples from the tasters 
and I?m thinking about buying the ?Lying Tree? and the reading 
activity I enjoyed the most apart from the tasters was the book 
reading beach because it was very amusing and we were able 
to socialize with others, these activities would?ve been better 
though if we there were no covid restrictions.? 
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Year  12 Involved
On the 28th we were fortunate to welcome Year 12 students to each Year 9 form. The visit was very rewarding 

because they held an excellent talk about the impact and importance of vaccines in our society from a historical 

and scientific field. They explained how vaccines work, what effects they produce and what benefits they bring to 

us. 

As a result, we understood that vaccines not only help us prevent disease, they also prevent from spreading 

diseases and make them disappear on some continents. Did you know that diphtheria, polio, tetanus or rubella 

among many others have managed to be virtually eradicated by vaccines?

Thank you Melián, Carmen Candela, Carmen Bañón, Irene Caballero, Laura Valverde, Laura Vidal, Fernando 

Lanzarot, Virginia Pizarro and Nora Prager for helping us understand a litt le better how vaccines work. Thanks to 

KS5 pastoral team to give Y12 students the opportunity to come and explain clearly this topic.

As you?ve read before, we?ve also had a book taster lesson, which gave us the 
opportunity to discover new books from different genres and types that we 
didn?t know before. Furthermore, throughout the day we have had multiple 
other fun activities such as a book knowledge quiz which introduced us to 
different concepts and different tit les from a variety of different authors, 
also, we had two other activities to complete the wonders of Book Day, 
beginning with an escape book which consisted in trying to find the 
correct path that will lead us to the final escape of the book. 

Finally, we had a bookshelf game, which was based on finding out 
which teacher owned the bookshelf that we were shown in class. 

Overall, Book Day has introduced us to many different genres of 
books and has shown us the importance of dividing your day 
accordingly with a bit of reading but also a bit of exercise. 

Julia & Anás



Year  9

St udent  Success
This has been an exceptional month for our students in which they have achieved great success in different 

fields. 

Joaquín Valero, has seen his efforts come to fruition after having been training hard all year round. He 

has participated in two national sailing championships in Galicia and the Basque Country. Which 

demonstrates his ability to effort, struggle and overcome. 

Car los Vil lagordo, after several months of preparation, has managed to qualify for the Mathematical 

Olympics of the Valencian Community and, possibly, can obtain a place for the national Mathematical 

Olympics.

I began in year 7 with the Junior Mathematical Olympiad. A competition I did well on. In year 9, I?ve gotten really 

interested in mathematical olympiads. After watching a video on a functional equation which had appeared in the 

International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) and wasn?t capable of solving it, I decided to discover more about it. I 

asked a friend of mine who I had met 2 years ago in a robotics course how I could participate in the loca phase for 

the IMO. I did much better than I expected, despite the fact that I had only been preparing for it for 2 weeks. Later 

on, I discovered techniques to solve problems which were closely related to what I had been studying previously, 

calculus. I got informed that I was accepted in a preparation course for mathematics competitions from the US. 

My friend and I also got accepted for the preparation course directed by a university in Burjassot. This is where I 

noticed that my analytical skills were much stronger than most people competing, yet my 

synthetic skills were not that strong at all. Recently, I solved my first Putnam competition 

problem which wasn?t as hard as I expected it to be. Simultaneously, I am participating in 

another competition for year 9 and below which is quite easy in my opinion. I always try to 

solve the problems synthetically however, when I?m not capable of doing so, I solve them 

analytically in this competition. The next competition (in the time of writing) I?ll participate 

in is the 8th of May. Which is a competition in Alicante. I might participate in the 

Mediterranean Mathematical Competition, in the case that I am invited for it.

We should also congratulate Carolina Cuervo-Arango after being selected to 

receive a narrative award that will take place at the ADDA in June. Carolina and many 

other students of the school participated in a short story contest being selected to 

be among the top 101 in the province, we certainly hope her writing will be the best, 

but until June we won't know! I take this opportunity to congratulate Sra. Sánchez 

and the entire Spanish team!

Alexander  Il in  has been nominated as the Student of Term 2!  We offer Alexander our hearty 

congratulations on his effort and commitment and have no doubt he will continue to show this inspirational 

attitude during the final term of school Congratulations also to 9A who were the ?best form group of term 

two?; with more than 800 positive comments.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beDreB5F5scxXyCJRFbE-HKToFs7Mld0Yxe68HrjnNM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1beDreB5F5scxXyCJRFbE-HKToFs7Mld0Yxe68HrjnNM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Beap-BUJNDbJbyF-HT-E-5J47YRb0j9atx7FUaI8JDw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Beap-BUJNDbJbyF-HT-E-5J47YRb0j9atx7FUaI8JDw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Beap-BUJNDbJbyF-HT-E-5J47YRb0j9atx7FUaI8JDw/edit?usp=sharing
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Last week I was in a sailing national competition 

of Optimist in Hondarribia. It was a very good 

experience and I would love to be able to go 

again next year. We went in a van with the 

trainers and the rest of the Valencian team. The 

trip was very long, it took us about 11 hours to 

get there. When we arrived, we went to the 

hotel, it was called Eth Irun. The next day, whilst 

I was there we could see France. It was very 

near the port and the hotel. We got to train 

some days before the competition and it helped 

us a lot to practice and learn how the weather 

and the sea are there. One day during the 

competition, it started raining, hailing and the 

wind got very strong. Thankfully it stopped and 

we could do some races.The regatta was the 

Spanish Cup and people from all around Spain 

that were selected came to participate. We got 

to be a total of 150 sailors. I totally recommend 

sailing to everyone, it is a very good sport and 

you get to travel to different places around 

Spain and sometimes around the world.

Sail ing Prowess.  Joaquin, 9S

Wellbeing Day
Year 9 have had the opportunity to disconnect from the 

screens and dedicate a Wednesday to their mental well-being. 

They have participated in many activities, including the 

solution of a cryptogram which involved both teamwork and 

creative thinking - particularly because the cryptogram was 

pretty difficult   and the rules they used to solve one 

paragraph, did not work for the next. Would you like to try it to 

see if you can solve it? If so, click on the link here.

Another activity that the pupils really enjoyed was a short 

trekking adventure in the local area.  They participated in small 

groups and walked to a viewpoint that is at the top of the hill 

behind the school. The route is very beautiful and from there 

you can enjoy such amazing landscape views with the different 

mountains and valleys that surround the city of Alicante. They 

have also enjoyed activities that helped them develop their 

creativity and encouraged relaxation such as drawing, reading, 

or mindfulness.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VlBV2Bs7t-Gcia_EuNXFVUTZ1qNUFnd6/view?usp=sharing
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At school, students continue to increase their understanding of the world in 

which we live in all of their chosen subjects. After visiting the Year 10 

Economics group, students were putting global economic issues into 

practice; examining a case study about unemployment in Greece. Students 

were able to measure and describe patterns of unemployment, which was 

followed by careful assessments of the possible causes for Greece?s 

economic crisis. Alfredo Chinchilla Coves, Jaime Sánchez Pareja and Gonzalo 

Alberola Veciana were quick to demonstrate their understanding of 

appropriate terms and concepts and applied their economic knowledge 

throughout the discussion. Adriana Fernández Bernabeu, Isabel Botella 

Soler, Mauro Najera Solana, Moisés Jiménez Planelles were all keen to 

interpret the sources to investigate the issues surrounding Greece at the 

time of economic recession. 

The current economic situation worldwide is not too dissimilar to the 

recession faced by the Greek economy. Therefore, I asked Adrián Sánchez 

García to analyse how Covid-19 has affected the global economy. His 

response was incredibly perceptive, as he sought to analyse the economic 

information to make reasoned judgements. You can see this article 

on the opposite page.

In Business Studies, students were 

propelled into a world of 

problem-solving decision-making. 

Using their business knowledge, 

students were estimating the flow 

of cash coming in and out of 

Bob?s Farm. Samuel Torrecillas 

Martínez highlighted the key 

difference between cash flow and 

profit. This was followed by great 

contributions from Hodei Elmira 

Domínguez, as he correctly defined ?bankruptcy?, 

and Miguel Paredes Bustos, as he succinctly illustrated methods in 

which a company could prevent insolvency.

It was great to see the competitive nature of business through the 

Cryptocurrency Competition, with Noe García Sánchez at the top of the 

ladder. All students were making a profit, from both their virtual 

investments and in their understanding of cashflow forecasts.

Business and 
Econom ics Edit ion

9
Year
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Maya Ayela Meléndez, 10K

Since I was told that business could be one of my subjects for GCSE, I was very interested in it. Also, 

many members of my family work in this field, and that also influenced my interest in the subject. For 

me, business is one of the best subjects that I have and I would love to work, in the future, on 

something that relates to it. I consider that this subject is very useful for all kinds of jobs and that 

everyone should learn about it. 

Juan Mobayed, 10A

I chose Business Studies because the subject opens a lot of doors for you in the future. You are able to 

create your own business, work inside one, you can be your own boss and learn about multiple 

disciplines. In Business Studies, we learn very interesting things, such as marketing, communication, or 

source of finance. I love this subject because we learn many different things!

Miguel Tirado Candela, 10A
I chose Business Studies because I think it can help me a lot in the future. If I wanted to start a company 
on my own or with friends, I would know what to do.  Although the subject is fun and entertaining, it 
can also sometimes be a litt le bit difficult to understand. It takes a lot of hard work. At the moment, the 
topic we are studying is Cash Flow and Organisation Structure. I find this very interesting.

What  business do we have 
st udying Business?
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Cat ast rophe, Oppor t unit ies, and Pr int ing
Covid-19 and the Global Economy, by Adr ián Sánchez García

In March 2020, governments around the world were forced to take unprecedented measures to 

attempt to control the spread of Covid-19. Lockdowns amongst many other restrictions were imposed 

and managed to control the virus with varying degrees of success. However, these strict restrictions 

implied unquantifiable losses to economies all around the world. As soon as lockdowns were carried 

out, common stock owners all around the world panicked and rushed to sell their securities in record 

time. Never have stock markets seen such a rapid decline in stock prices as the one seen in March 

2020. The S&P 500 index plummeted by 30%, the Euro Stoxx 50 by 33%, the Dow by 34% and the 

Nikkei 225 by 30%.

Blue: Standard and Poor 500

Red: Dow Jones industrial average 30

Yellow: Nikkei 225

Green: Euro Stoxx 50

Indexes measure the performance (in terms of price) of a certain number of stocks. For instance, the 
Standard and Poor 500 measures the performance of 500 companies in the USA.
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Im pact  of  Covid-19 t o t he hospit al it y sect or
The biggest losses, however, were those suffered by the hospitality sector, which is attributed to represent 10% 

of the global GDP. Practically no revenues and maintained business costs are a perfect recipe for bankruptcy. 

Only in the UK, the hospitality sector has lost over 30 billion pounds. These massive losses have conveyed large 

increases in unemployment. On average, the 37 members of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation 

and Development) suffered a 4% increase in unemployment during 2020. Some countries such as the USA or 

Colombia suffered increases in unemployment of over 10%.

Source: OECD 

Im pact  of  Covid-19 t o air l ines
Airlines were also hit hard by Covid-19. Closed borders, increasing unemployment and falling wages caused 

airlines to suffer record losses in 2020. According to the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization), only 1.8 

billion passengers took flight in 2020, which is 2.7 billion less than in 2019. Consequently, revenues across the 

industry have fallen by 273 billion. Since airplanes stayed in airports and cars were stored in garages, demand 

for the fuel necessary to run these vehicles fell dramatically. Therefore the price of oil, which is used to create 

these fuels, also took a big hit, falling around 68%.

Price of crude oilRecession: Two successive quarters 

of negative growth.
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All of these catastrophic losses have resulted in a global recession. The Eurozone suffered a 3.8% decline in GDP 

in the first quarter of 2020. Perhaps what is most striking about this recession, is how fast it has occurred. The 

previous recession was in 2009 and as we can see in this graph of the main market indexes, there was a large 

decline in stock prices. However, the decline reached is far slower than it was in 2020.

Blue: Standard and Poor 500

Red: Dow Jones industrial average 30

Yellow: Nikkei 225

Green: Euro Stoxx 50

Fortunately, governments around the world have taken on massive spenditure schemes with the aim of 

stimulating the economy. Countries have borrowed billions, which is evident when one looks at the public debt 

to GDP ratios, exceeding 100% in many cases. Spain has announced it will spend over 200 billion euros, whereas 

the UK will spend over 300 Billion pounds. Interest rates have been lowered greatly across the world to 

encourage borrowing. However, the country attributed to have spent the most during this recession has been 

the USA. Apart from borrowing, Americans have decided to ?print away? the recession. Over 35% of all dollars 

have been printed in the last 12 months, 9 trillion in total. The consequences of printing these insane quantities 

of money we will discuss later, but what is clear is the success they?ve had in stimulating the USA?s economy. As 

shown in the graph above, a big part of the money generated by the FED has been used to purchase stocks, 

which has caused them to skyrocket in value. 

As for the rest of the world, stock markets have also seen increases in value, although at a slower pace than their 

American counterparts. The rest of the economy, however, has not enjoyed such fast recuperation. Global 

economic recuperation is currently heavily reliant on vaccination. Many economists agree that when the vaccine 

has immunised a large proportion of the population, economies will recover to previous levels of economic 

activity.

Is t here hope?
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Every cr isis is an oppor t unit y 
Covid-19 has managed to damage the economies and lives of people all around the world, but it has also 

provided once in a lifetime opportunities to make a fortune. Where some investors saw terrible losses in stock 

markets, others saw appealing stock discounts, which promised high profits in the near future. The other big 

winners this recession have been the pharmaceutical companies whose stock prices and revenues have raised 

dramatically.

Moderna Inc stock price

Bull market: When securities in the market are consistently reaching new maximums and the market as a 
whole is increasing in value day after day.

Bear market: When securities in the market are consistently reaching new minimums and the market as a 
whole is losing value day after day.FED: Federal reserve (USA?s central bank)

It  m ay not  be over  yet
As mentioned previously, we are currently in a ?bull market? thanks to the FED?s money printers. As prices are 

increasing, investors are buying more and more securities regardless of them being at extremely high prices. The 

extent to which a stock is overpriced can be determined by its Price/Earnings ratio. When a stock has a market 

price of over 25 times earnings per share, it is considered to be expensive. Currently, stocks in the S&P 500 have 

an average P/E ratio of 40 times earnings per share. This means that sooner or later the market must correct 

itself and prices must return to more reasonable levels since stocks prices never keep rising forever. This could 

result in another stock market crash. According to Michael Burry, an investor known for predicting and profiting 

on the 2008 housing market crash, ?the market is dancing on a knife's edge?. What worries me the most is what 

is the FED going to do if a crash occurs. Lower interest rates when they are near zero? Or print even more?
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Pr int ing, Pr int ing, and m ore Pr int ing 
Printing money is not free. Increasing the money supply at the rate at which the FED has done so in the last year 

is reckless. The USA?s economy is very likely to suffer from high inflation in the near future. Inflation is a 

sustained increase in the general price level, leading to a fall in the purchasing power of money. The last part of 

the definition is particularly important as it means that inflation devalues money. Nobel prize winning economist 

Milton Friedman explains the effects of inflation with this metaphor: 

?Inflation is just like alcoholism. In both cases, 

when you start drinking or when you start 

printing too much money, the good effects come 

first and the bad effects only come later.?

We have already seen the good effects, but when will we experience the bad effects? The FED says that the 

stimulus checks will be used mainly to fix the balance sheets of households and that demand is currently not 

sufficient to cause inflation to rise. However, a skyrocketing stock market suggests the opposite. In addition, 

household savings are currently a record high, and that money will be spent sooner or later, which could put 

upward pressure on prices. If inflation does occur, the FED will be forced to raise interest rates drastically and to 

stop printing, with other things being equal, will cause the USA to recover more slowly, or even to enter a 

recession.
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Year

SR. Belda
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  E l e v e n

Welcome to the May edition of the newsletter. It seems unreal 

that we've finally come this far, after such an unusually 

complicated year. 

Currently the year 11 students are sitting their IGCSE exams 

perfectly following all the exam and COVID rules and showing 

great behaviour. These tests happen after having taken two 

rounds of mocks in November and March. Overall, 

throughout the year there has been a great improvement in 

students' performance in these tests and I sincerely expect 

the best results from the students, as they have made a 

great effort.

To achieve this goal, since the previous edition of the 

newsletter, published in March, students have continued to 

receive sessions to support, review and expand all subjects 

during all Wednesday afternoons. Workshops have also 

been held on memory use, time management, managing 

exam stress or active revision, among others.

On the other hand, I would like to point out the date of April 

23 as an endearing day for all: World Book Day. In it, 

students had the opportunity to carry out different activities 

related to the world of books, such as quizzes, a literary 

escape room or Kahoots. 

Finally, I would like to congratulate Eduardo García on 

being the year 11 student who has received the most 

positive comments so far this term. In general, his teachers have 

rewarded his effort, concentration and excellent work. Well done 

Eduardo!

Carlos Belda
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Mr. Hol l ingswor t h
H e a d  o f  S i x t h  F o r m

In May, after almost two years of A level study under the cloud of pandemic restrictions, our Year 13?s will have 

their last academic classes with teachers and sit their final exams.  As they approach their graduation, I hope 

they can look back on this time with pride and a sense of achievement.  Their futures are ahead of them, and it is 

us, their teachers, who will be the ones left behind.  Below are some parting words from our Head Boy, Rory 

Weir:

?As the academic year comes to a close I must take 

the opportunity to thank the entirety of the staff at 

King's for their exceptional efforts that prove just how 

invaluable the school environment is to young people. 

I would also like to thank the parents who put their 

faith in the dynamic approach at King?s, allowing their 

children to return not just to a space for learning but 

also one for personal growth in the face of adversity. I 

wish the best of luck to all pupils in Year 11 and my 

peers in Year 13 sitting their IGCSE?s and A Levels 

respectively. The Prefect Team has also done 

brilliantly to support Zhané and myself in our 

endeavours to restore the sense of extracurricular 

engagement that the school thrives upon. With my 

own career at King's coming to an end I realize how 

the days really fly by and am exceptionally grateful 

for the chance to have spent my last year as part of a 

close community.

In short, this year has been an exhibition of resilience 

on everybody?s part and I am proud to have formed 

part of such a successful return after the disruption 

faced last year.?
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At the same time, Year 12 have appointed Prefects for next year and will shortly begin the process of choosing a 

Head Boy and Head Girl.  As a result of our ongoing enrichment activities throughout terms 2 and 3, a number of 

pupils have already proposed enrichment activities they would like to set up from September, and days they 

would like to celebrate, such as World Mental Health Day.  I?m certainly excited about the plans for the year 

ahead of us and am looking forward to working with the whole of the Sixth Form as the school continues to 

grow.  

What better way to learn more about what Year 12 has to offer than from the pupils themselves:

A Level. Exams. Responsibility. Is this what year 12 is all about? Or have we forgotten all about our privileges? 
Who hasn?t been waiting to enter the dining hall without queuing or being able to use the mobile phone during 
breaks?

However, Year 12 goes far beyond these simple benefits. 

Year 12 has given us the opportunity to get to know ourselves through the process of personal development, 
offering a wide range of leadership opportunities like organising events such as enrichment, Saint Valentine?s 
day, STEM week or even a vaccination program for KS3 PSHE. We have both had the chance to take part in the 
buddy system, thus, experiencing first hand how enriching the encounters turn out to be for both for the buddy 
and the student leading.

This year has also been a time to start focusing on careers and universities. All the leadership opportunities 
mentioned before come in handy when writing our curriculum vitae. 

In our case, we both want to study medicine, and having a biology teacher who is a doctor has proven to be 
extremely helpful to us when it comes to university mentoring. To top this, Sra. Soler, who you might know as 
our Head of Careers, has also aided others looking towards studying in Spain. 

Other than focusing on the distant future, a Year 12 student also needs to be thinking about the present and 
upcoming exams. Even though joining the sixth form can be seen as stressful, it?s nothing that good personal 
organisation can't solve.

Unluckily, our first year in the lower sixth has been sabotaged by the ongoing global pandemic. We have missed 
out on several activities, for instance, the ski trip, a visit to the University of Alicante and attending a play as 
part of the Spanish A Level curriculum. Nevertheless, we remain hopeful that such events can gradually be 
reinstalled next year.

To conclude, Year 12 has been an exceptional year, certainly, one of our best at King?s College Alicante. Full of 
ups and downs: hand-gel, free-periods. social distancing and privileges.

But still, unforgettable.

Laura Vidal and Laura Valverde

Congrat ulat ions t o:
- The new prefect team: Virginia Pizarro, Laura Valverde, Laura Vidal, Bruna Espírito Santo, Irene 

Caballero, Rafaela Trinidade Lobraico, Juan Llopis, Julio Herranz, Victor Chui, Jacobo Medrano, 

and Sergio Campos

- Laura Vidal who has been accepted onto a research project in Synthetic biology: engineering life 

for new social and medical challenges with the Barcelona International Youth Challenge

- Luis Castillo, Claudia Coves, Patricia Miñano, Matvei Lygin, and Roberto Ruiz took part in a mock 

trial with other schools such as Santa Teresa, Newton, Agustinos, Lope de Vega and Salesianos

- Pablo Girona, Pablo Grau, Celia Galvañ, Roberto Ruiz, Bruna Espirito, Jacobo Medrano, Sergio 

Campos, and Patricia Milñano who all took part in the CEU Marketing project

- Juan Llopis and Inés Gómez for reaching fifteen commendations already this term
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UNVEIL
    YOUR 
WORK

KCA ART COMPETITION 2021

DETAILS
- Artwork must be related to the specific themes for your year group.

- You can use any media you choose, from photography to sculpture 

to a simple pencil drawing.

- Deadline: Monday 7th June.

- Hand in work to your Art teacher.

- Entries will be judged by Ms. Fiorentini, Ms. Puyaoan and Ms.Castro.

- Winners will receive prizes, and work will be displayed in an art exhibition 

in the school.

- See themes on the following slides, and example ideas.

We look forward to seeing your work.
If you have any questions please ask 

Ms. Fiorentini or Ms. Puyaoan.
Good luck!



World Book Day was created by 
UNESCO on the 23rd of April, 1995 to 
celebrate books and authors and 
encourage young people to discover 
the pleasure of reading. The reason 
the 23rd of April was chosen to 
represent this day was because on 
that very day, 405 years ago in 1616, 
three of the most influential literary 
figures in history died: Shakespeare, 
Cervantes and Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega. With language being such a core 
part of our school?s identity, Book Day 
gave us the perfect opportunity to 
celebrate it. 

The day started with the arrival of 
students dressed up in every book 
character imaginable, from classics to 
21st century bestsellers and counted 
with the participation of many 
students across all year groups. 
Students and teachers were 
encouraged to bring in their favourite 
books and be ready for a spontaneous 
?drop everything and read?, KS3 also 
had the opportunity of enjoying their 
favourite book outside of the 
classroom, which felt just like reading 
?on the beach?. In addition, the 
students had the chance of reading 
book reviews and book ?tasters? which 
further intrigued students, whilst 
providing an introduction to new 

books from all kinds of literary genres. 
The day also included a literary escape 
room, where students had to solve 
puzzles and work as a team whilst 
having fun and learning about 
literature. In addition, students had 
the chance to show off their skills in 
obstacle courses and sport based 
challenges. Alongside this, older pupils 
also volunteered to organise activities, 
such as the ?Whoosh?, where year 11?s 
passionately acted out scenes from 
Shakespeare?s drama ?Macbeth? and 
encouraged younger students to join 
in. All activities were run extremely 
well and proved a huge success 
allowing the whole school to enjoy a 
day off timetable.

It goes without saying that none of 
these activities would have been 
possible without the efforts of all the 
teachers and students involved. The 
sports department created an 
outstanding Sports Festival and ran it 
with the help of the year 10s who 
demonstrated and monitored 
different activities. Many thanks also 
to everyone who put so much thought 
into their costumes like the villains of 
the English department, the dwarves 
of the Maths department and the 
Harry Potter professors of the Science 
department.

World
BOOK DAY

23rd Apr i l  2021
Design & Content by Gema and Maia



Some more
PHOTOS...



DATES

June 2021

7 

11

14

17

22

23

Y13 transition to Higher Education begins

Year 13 Graduation

Y7-12 Celebration Assemblies

Year 9 Residential Trip (1 night)

Rewards trip to Oceanographic in Valencia

Last Day Academic Year for pupils

May 2021

17

19

s24c  

Year 13 exams begin

Year 12 trip to Valencia university

Y11 transition to Sixth Form  begins
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